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百llSpaper aims to give a brief overview of也ewide research undertaken in France in order to e1ucidate the 
potentiallong tenn evolution of spent nuc1ear fuels in long tenn storage or geologica1 disposa1. Scienti:fic key 
issues related to the potentiallong term evolution in c10sed system， in presence of and oxidative phase and in 
presen∞of water are presented as well as the anticipated紅'ends.A particu1ar emphasis is put on血emajor 
outcomes of世田researchwhich is a new definition of the radionuc1ides source term for the gωlogica1 disposal: 
we estimate也atwe have now to allocate a higher企actionof the radionuclides inventory to也eso・ca11edinstant 
release企部tionwhich is ins旬ntaneouslyreleased in presence ofwater. 
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L Introduction 
Only同TOthird of the French nuc1ear fuel annua1 

budget is currently reprocessed in order to ba1ance 
the mass of pu produced by reprocessing and吐mt
consumed by recycling. Rough1y 350証晶lIyearare 
currently stored waiting for further decision which 
can be either reprocessing， or long term storage or 
u1也natedisposa1. It is therefore of major importance 
to 'know how spent nuc1ear白elcan potentia11y 
evolve wi血曲nein various conditions in order to 
he1p也，estacking holders血 decidingthe sp四 t血d
long term management policy. CEA and EDF 
launched in 1998 a wide joint research program， 
entitled PRECCI "Programme de Recherche sur 
l'Evolution a long terme des Colis de Combustibles 
I立ヨdies円 1)2) 3)ラ dealingwith the long term evolution 

of spent nuc1ear fuel in a11勿pesof scenarios relevant 
for the back-end ofthe fuel cyc1e : short terrn or long 
terrn storage in pool or in dry conditionsフ geological
deep disposaL百lIsP由gramis a1so performed in the 
f泊meworkof the 1991 Law on nuc1ear waste which 
has given 15 years toせleFrench re&search before血e
Parliament decide血2006the management酬 onof
the nuclear waste旬.

百le泊m of由ispresentation is (i) to give an 
overview of the status of the French program 2 y:z 
years after its launching， (ii)ωc凶i酔tenwhat are 
rea11y the most crucia1 evolution mechanisms which 
can significantly aff田 t血echemica1 and physica1 
state of the spent nuclear fuel so由at也ea110cated 
functions or perfonnances are a1teredヲ(副)to present 
the new approach we are following for defining血E

RN source term for geologica1 disposa1. 
百le PRECCI program has been s仕uctured

around generic operationa1 questions which 紅e
related to仕lescienti宣crequirement of也eindustria1s 
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in charge of designing long term sω阻 geor disposa1 
facilities1). Indeedヲ ωmeetthese requirementsラ R&D
needs to bring technica1 and scienti:fic knowledge to 
predict血ecoupled evolution 明白血neof也emajor 
par狙netersrelated to the physica1 and chemica1 state 
of UOX and MOX fuelsラ as合ac加rene制Tork，surface 
areaラ interr凶1press町e，RN inventories and locationsラ

RN release rate ..ふThegJlideline in白isprogram is 
to separate the potential evolution as a function of the 
various boundary conditions which can occur in 
nominal or a1tered scenarios.臼1the one handヲ indry
interinl storageラ spentnuc1ear白elis expected to 
undergo an "in出nsic円 evolutionin c10sed systemラ l.e.
without any exchange of matter wi白血，eextema1 
medium. on the other handラ spentfuel can be 
submitted in a1tered scenario to a1teration by位le
extema1 fluid， either gases or water. In both cases， 
physica1 and chemica1 a1teration mechanisms as well 
邸 potentialso町 ceterms have to be de:fined. Severa1 
sub-programs have therefore been identi:fiedラせle
status of some of which will be presented 
successively in白ispaper: 
・也e evolution of the spent nuc1ear 白e1

mventones 

・世leevolution of spent nuc1ear白elin c10sed 
system inc1uding the assessment of the long 
tenn mechanica1 properties of the c1adding 

• the evolution of spent nuc1ear fuel in contact 
with gaseous media (open system) which will 
not be presented here. 

• the evolution of sp巴ntnuc1ear白elin contact 
with aqueous media (open system) 

II. Evolution of the spent nuclear fuel inventories. 
Predicting the evolution of血.espent nuclear fuel 

inventories is a quite s回 ighぜorwardproc田ssince社

only resu1ts企omthe decay of也einventory after 
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are on-going to evidence the influence of the 
coupling between a11 the individua1 mechanisms 
on the globa1 evolution of the physica1 state.百le
current lack of knowledge on血iscrucia1 topic 
leads us to conservative1y assume白紙血espent 
血el physica1 state is :fully degraded when 
assessing the RN source tenn 10) 11). 

・Fina11y，the Zi註rca1oy-4
tωoas位i伊伊lI埠1宣ica祖nth加O∞O叩'ps甜甘出e儲ssdue ω 世白les釘igni岨f宣:fic阻 t
intema1 p戸Ire邸ss叩ur，陀'e:40 tωo 60 bars after i註rradiation民1， ラ

p卯ot，臼巳n凶11出t討ia11砂ylrig悼heぽrwit也ht白heprogr巴白s岱悶s幻iVI刊eheliumand 
:fission gases release. Consequent1yヲせlIscou1d 
lead to a s10w creep strain wlrich cou1d potentia11y 
leadωfail町 e.Demons回世19the abili守 of
irradiated cladding to accommodate such pr回 sure
is necessary before a110cating阻 yperfonnance to 
the cladding. In tlris context， CEA叩 dEDF 
research teams are current1y developing long tenn 
creep model for irradiated cladding and associated 
ruptureαiterion 8) 12) based ()n experiments 
conducted on irradiated samples Basica11y， no or 
li杖leαeepstrain is expected below temperature 
around 3200C whereas the creep rate then 
strongly increases with the temperature 7) 

Howeverフ thepossible occurrence of very slow 
long tenn s回 inat low temperature has to be 
assessed as well as the influence ofthe recovery. 

From all these resultsラweanticipate也at由巳 physica1
and chenrica1 state of the spent nuclear fuel will be 
clearly dif王erentafter 10'000 y. or more of in出nsic
evolution in closed可stem.百lecladding will may 
have failed according to the temperature level wlrich 
is related to白eselected∞ncept， the pel1et inte伊q
can not be ensured and we have to consider the 
potentia1 loss of cohesion between the grains which 
cou1d lead to a 8 !illトdiametergrains powder instead 
of a pellet. In additionラ由eRN location will be 
必宜erent，p紅 tof the most mobile RN having nrigrate 

towards the grain boundaries by α-self irradiation 
induced diffusion processes. 

N. Evolution of spent fuel in presence of water. 
百leIillりorissue conceming the evolution of spent 

白e1in pr巴senceof water is to develop and qualify a 
robust RN so町 cetβnn which can thereafter be used 
in perfonnance assessment calcu1ations. A lot of 
experimental work has a1ready been p巳rfonnedon (i) 
the detennination of the so-ca11ed “labile企action"in 
leaching experiments on 企esh 血el， (ii) the 
assessment of the corrosion rate for spent fue1 in 
various types of water 13). Following the Canadian 
safety approachヲ weassume the globa1 RN so町 ce
tenn to be composed of町 omajor con回butions
which are (i) the RN which are ins臼ntaneously
mobilisable by water when water comes in the 
canister， the so-ca11ed "instant re1ease fraction閃 (IRF)
組 d白eRN wlrich are released through the a1tera姐on

of the U02 grains， the so-ca11ed "ma回xfraction'¥ 
Scienti:fic is回目 arerather di宜erentfor曲目etwo 
aspects. 

1. matrixρ'action : altel'at伽 l'ate01 the grains. 
One of the major open question is to discriminate 

the relevant mechanism goveming the long tenn 
a1teration rate for也ematrix: either the a1teration is 

driven by the water αradiolysis at血e負lel/water
interfaceラ either也ea1teration is controlled by the 
solubility， or more probablyフ thelong term rate is a 
successive combin組 onofboth mechanism. 

A1though much is known onγradiolysisラ very

few works focused on the influence ofαparticles on 
aqueous chenris町 at血ewater/solid血白血∞加d由c
influence on the long tenn a1teration rate of spent 
白e1.In particu1ar， R&D has to assess也.erelationship 
between the radiolytic degra由tionrate担 d出c

residua1 αdose which wil1 be ne∞ssary to assess a 
potentia1 time.;也resholdbeyond which the a1teration 
cou1d be solubility-controlled. In order to tackle these 
demanding goa1sラ CEA四pportsvarious kinds of 
experiments: dissolution experiments onαdoped 
U02 samplesラ inpresence of y source and simple 

experiments wi血 αbeama110wing to accurately 
characterise the involved chenrica1 species. Fuel 
speci:fic surface area is a1so a detennining p紅ameter

in case ofαradiolytic degradation mechanism due to 

the low peneむationdepth of αparticles in water 
(40~!illl).百出 parametぽ will probably strongly 
evolve during由e:first in出nsicevolution in c10sed 
system as previously described. 

A11白ismechanistic work 羽riJl obviously be 
confronted to the results of dissolution tests 
pe由 nnedwi血 actualspent fuel samples 14). 

2. Instant Release丹 'action.(IR刀
Conceming the IRF， we demons回 ted白 紙也e

va1ue derived from experiments on企eshspent fuel 
are not relevant to assess the long tenn instant release 
fraction due to也eexpected evolution before the 
access of water 1め. In order to overcome也is
difficu1tyフ wedeveloped a new approach wlrich 
intrinsica11y accounts for (i)也eRN location within 
血erods after irradiation (grain boundaries， fractures， 
grains， rim) (ii) its potentia1 evolution with time 
under the influence of Fickian 祖 dirradiation-
enhan，∞d di血lsion10) In view of性leprevious 
evolution in closed systemラ wechose not to allocate 
組 yperfonnance to the RN located in the gapラtherim
zones， and the grain boundaries assunring由eyare
instantaneously released when water arrives in 
contact with. The RN inventories associated to吐lese
locations are de:fined 也rough a stepwise 佃 d
conservative approach chosen to overcome the 
current lack of accurate data on the diffusion 
processes (see ~.2). 官邸 approach leads ω 
si 
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irradiation. However， on1y the inventories of the 
relev担 t elements for neutronics (basically 也e
actinides) or for也eαeditburn圃uphave been a1ready 
qualified by comparison to dedicated measurements 
on irradiated as鴎 mblies:uncertainties range wi白血

5% around the calcu1ated inventories for也.ese
elements 3) 5). 

For性leother radionuclides，並p紅tiα.uarthe long圃

lived fission products， no da飽 areavailable to assess 
血eun∞rtaintiesassociated to白出 inventories.
However， fue long term凶 pactof some RN like 129r 
is direct1y related to血.eini出1inventory since it is 
very mobi1e and does not undergo (at least in a first 
appro羽mation) 阻 y chemi回 1reactions in the 
geological medium. Knowing more accurately也e
白itialinventory is therefore essential to assess the 
robustness of the long tenn radiotoxicity of such 
elements. In order to overcome 由is lack of 
knowledge， CEA皿 dits French indu臨泊lp紅白ers
are curre:凶 y叩ppo而ngdissolution experime臨 of
spent白elsto q回 lify血.einventories of the most 
relevant long嗣Hved RN in representative spent 
nuclear fuel assemblies. E宜ortwill be focused on 
14C， 36Cl， 93Mo， 5~i， 79Se， 12~， I07pd， 94Nb， 93皿Nb，

126Sn， 90Sr， 93Zr. These qualific甜onswill also require 
for some of these elements like 129I or 14C some 
experimental姐 danalytical development which are 
current1y on-going回ncethey釘 ep紅tiallyvolatile. 

m. Intrinsic evolution of the spent nuclear fuel恒

closed system 
D田危19也efirst stage of evolution， i.e. in long 

term storage and first stages of geological disposal 
(before site resatur甜on組 dcanister∞立'Osion)，spent 
n即 1回r fue1 w出 und，ぽgo si.伊宣回nt in出nsic
evolution in closed system which will modify也e
known physical and chemicalはatesof叩entfuel町.

.τ'he radioactive decay will lead (i) to也e
fonnation of significant volume of helium wi白血

the pellet by也.eradioactive de儲 yof也ealpha 
emitters， (均 ωtheaccumu1ation of加adiation
damages wi曲in白e白eloxides since temperature 
is expected not to be high enough旬組問ep紅白1
or total鉦mealing， (副)to a slight evolution of the 
global inventories and potentially the global 
oxygen potential of也e

• 
• 
τ'he th即 na1decay may lead to a modification of 
也.eglobal‘ 

τ'he sp悶 1fuel che血田1，physi四landm田hanical
dis-equilibria a食erirradiation may progressively 
be resolved with time due to slow diffusion or 
stram 

τ'his paper does not intend to give a detailed 
description of all the relevant mechanisms which can 
befound担 otherpublications 1) 7) 8) but r袖 .ertogive 
祖 overviewof fue maj町叩1comes.
• We do not皿:ticipateany si伊 fi叩nt町 olutionof 

the global chemical state of the spent白ela食er
irradiation. Indeed， the global 0勾 g佃 pote凶a1of 
血.efuel is buffered by MoJMoO空組dshou1d not 
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• 

• 

• 

evolve significant1y although the global 
inventories will be modified as well as the 
temperature. Based on our thennodynamic 
calcu1ationsラ wenow estimate也isquestion not to 
be cmcial for the long tenn evolution. 
τ'he relatively large volume of helium produ田d

by也eαdecaywill probably be s1ight1y問:leased
with time 貨omthe fuel pellet towards the grain 
boundaries and the企部volumes. 
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Wi出 suchdevelopments， CEA aims to get a 
robust and conservative， even if signi:ficant1y higher 
也姐 classicallyassumed， RN source term for 
geological disposal conditions before 2006.百le
increase of the inS1ant release企actionwhich. is也e
major contribution to the radiological impact of spent 
fuel disposal will therefore加veto be accounted for 
in the designing of the geological disposal. Howeverラ

we are confident社副 suchapproach is the onIy viable 
mean to overcome the problem of白espent fuel 
evolution in the :first stages of geological repository 
and in addition， to intrinsically account for血e
current and 白加re evolution of spent 白el
characteristics (enrichment， burnup…). A11 these 
data will provide reliable and necessary tools to 
assess the long term impact of the various spent白e1
management option and will help stacking holders to 
draw a possible best scenario to manage spent nuclear 
fuel among long term storage， :final disposal and 
processmg processes opuons. 

V. Conclusions. 
CEA is involved toge仕lerwith its indus出al

French伊血erEDF and partially FRAMATOME and 
COGEMA in a large scale R&D program dealing 
with the long term evolution of spent nuclear白elin 
long term dry storage and in geological disposal.百le
aim of the French program on spent血ellongterm 
evolution is thusωcompletely and accurately study 
the potential evolution mechanisms in the various 
representative boundary conditions for 血.eback園田d
of血efuel cycIe. We aim to be able to qualify四 d
quan尚Tall批 relev祖 tevolution mechanisms so 
血atthe most signi:ficant one can be determined and 
accounted for in the development of operational 
mode1s.τnese operational models will allow to 
predict the evolution of a given 如 lction
(con:finement， recovery…) in a given scenario and 
wi11 therefore he1p to design the storage or repository 
facilities. 
First robust and conservative RN so町 ceterms for 

geological disposal and long term dry storage are 
current1y under assessment and will soon be 
accurately published. However， we estimate社lat
some issues are rather new and complexes and will 
require additional effort. Among these is 也e
evolution of the spent fuel physical state and integrity 
which is quite a challenging task considering the 
wide coupling pro∞:sses occur討ng.
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